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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Deliverable describes the modules developed for the version of the iRead
integrated system to be used for the evaluation activities. These modules integrate the
different back-end components (code modules, databases, and authorisation and
authentication infrastructure) and provide access to the tools developed for the end
users via the different iRead APIs. In addition, this Deliverable describes the different
user interfaces (UIs) developed in order to materialise the use cases described in
earlier documents, as well as some additional ones which were requested during the
second year of the projects. These interfaces were mostly driven by the projected
evaluation activities and reflect both how end users (mainly school professionals,
parents, and students) are going to use the iRead system, but also how the initial
evaluation tests will be carried out by iRead researchers and participating schools.
Note: The deliverable has been updated in December 2019 in order to reflect work
that has been completed during the third year of the project.
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INTRODUCTION
Previous Work Package 8 deliverables have described the iRead infrastructure design
and development process in an elaborate manner. More specifically, Deliverable D8.1
describes the iRead system architecture, as dictated by the requirements from the
iRead stakeholders (D3.1) and the Privacy and System specifications (D3.2 and D3.3,
respectively). As outlined in D8.1, the iRead system starts with the back-end
infrastructure, which includes all resources (books in EPUB form, dictionaries with
words and sentences, multimedia materials, such as text-to-speech versions for each
word in the dictionaries), user profiles and information, domain models, and user and
application activity logs. Access to those is provided via the respective APIs, detailed in
Deliverable D8.2 (e.g. the Profile API provides calls to create and edit user profiles
based on selected domain models), while the Game Server handles requests made by
the Navigo game for content to be used in its mini-games. Selection of content from
the Game Server takes into account the user profile (open and recently played
features) as well as any selections made by the teacher for the next game play session
(i.e. teachers may wish to override the automatic selection of the next feature to be
used in the game and use content that refers to word and sentence features played in
class at that time). In return, the Game Server collects all player activity information
from the games (choices, errors, time taken to respond) and stores them in the Logger
database for future reference.
An additional service for the iRead integrated system grants access to the iRead library
via the Reader application. The Reader utilises information from the user profile to
store and retrieve information about ebooks suggestions from the teachers or books
favourited by the students themselves. In the former case, teachers may assign a
particular book to be read by every student in a class or by individual students, based
on their interests and level of expertise. In addition, the Reader may highlight specific
words or patterns in the text, based on information from the user profile. This feature
of the Reader relies on the Syntax analyser and matcher to function (more information
is included in Deliverable D6.1), which identifies specific syntactic patterns in each
book and matches them to the relevant features in the user profile. It also utilises
information contained in the dictionaries (retrieved via the Resource API) to identify
specific word-level features contained in the words in the book and highlight features
of interest to the particular user. Finally, content classification is another service
provided via the iRead integrated system. Details of its functionality and
implementation are included in Deliverable D5.1.
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USER INTERFACES

Several user interfaces were requested by the iRead researchers and stakeholders;
most of them correspond to the use cases presented in detail in Deliverable D3.3
(Section 4), but many of them were requested by stakeholders after the specification
period, as the use cases were transformed into system components and materialized
as user journeys. Initial wireframe versions were drafted during user workshops early
in the project and developed as soon as the infrastructure was in place. Even though
the actual form of these screens may change after the evaluation workshops, we do
not expect major changes beyond addition to their functionality.
3.1

Teacher Tool

The figures below showcase the most important interfaces of the Teacher Tool web
application and it’s usage, as of December 2019. For these screenshots, we have used
an active teacher account used in our studies. All information present in the following
figures, such as accounts, books, profile information and games represents real data
used in our pilots.

Figure 3-1: Login screen
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After logging in, teachers see their available choices, pictured below:

Figure 3-2: Intro screen

Here, teachers can see their full list of students. Class information is also visible.

Figure 3-3: List of students
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By clicking on any student, teachers can see their profile information, monitor their
progress and view available and already assigned books, as well as assign personalized
content (books and games).

Figure 3-4: Individual student page

Figure 3-5: Available and already assigned books for a specific student.
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Figure 3-6: List of features for game assignment.

Figure 3-7: Teachers choose features (depending on the specific student profile), sorted by language
category and feature type and get a list of relevant available activities (games). They can then remove
a game, change playing sequence and the number of times a game can be played.

If a student is designated as a struggling reader (equipped with a suitable student
profile), teachers have an additional “Feature Initialization” choice in the initial student
page.
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Figure 3-8: Feature initialization page. Features are organized into groups. Teachers can modify (open
or designate as “mastered”) an entire feature group.

Teachers can modify mastery levels both on entire feature groups, or fine-tune specific
features by clicking on a feature group.

Figure 3-9: Mastery update for specific features inside a feature group.

The Teacher Tool web application gives teachers the ability to assign books and games
at class level. These actions affect all students within the class.
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Figure 3-10: The Class assignment starting interface.

Figure 3-11: A teacher can view all students in a class. Clicking on a student opens this specific
student’s page.
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Figure 3-12: Book assignment for a specific class. The interface is similar to the student-specific book
assignment interface.

Figure 3-13: Game assignment for a specific class. The interface is similar to the student-specific game
assignment interface.

Students (or parents/carers) have access, via the same application, to their specific
student page, where they can view their personal information, as well as any assigned
books and games. The web application is localized with support for English, Greek,
German and Spanish. The appropriate locale is applied automatically after logging in,
as all teacher and student accounts are equipped with default locale information.
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Admin Tool

Alongside of the “Teacher Tool” web application a separate web application is
provided to cover the needs of the administrators of all pilots. From the “Admin Tool”
web application, administrators can:
a)
b)
c)
d)

create teachers, classes and students in a massive way,
edit teachers, classes and students information,
rearrange the distribution of students among the classes,
delete or anonymize students who requested to be removed from the iRead
system.

The “Admin Tool” is available only for iRead pilot administrator users, so other iRead
users (students/readers and teachers) are not allowed to login.

Figure 3-14: Landing page of “Admin Tool”

After the successful login of an administrator, all the information related to her own
pilot have been retrieved from all the subsystems. The first page that appears after
login is a page where the information of the administrator’s account is displayed.
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Figure 3-15: Administrator account page

By selecting the “Create” tab from the menu bar, she can access the initial page of the
creation wizard, where the current statistics of the relevant pilot are displayed (The
number of existing teachers, classes and students). From this page administrators can
download three excel templates which will be used to provide to the iRead system
information regarding the users/classes/teachers to be created.

Figure 3-16: Creation Wizard initial page

Each template consists of two tabs. The first one is populated with actual data by the
administrators and the second one is a “ReadMe” sheet containing instructions about
the fields of each template and how to populate them (valid values, valid formats,
restrictions etc.).
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Figure 3-17: Template for teachers – instructions

Figure 3-18: Template for teachers - input data

Figure 3-19: Template for classes – instructions

Figure 3-20: Template for classes - input data
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Figure 3-21: Template for students – instructions 1

Figure 3-22: Template for students - instructions 2

Figure 3-23: Template for students - input data

The pilot Administrators, after they collect the information from students and teachers
and populate the corresponding excels, upload the excel files to the “Admin Tool” in
order to validate them and proceed to the creation (if no problems are identified
during validation). To start the process, the administrators select the “Create” tab and
press the button to enter the “Creation wizard”. Once they enter the wizard, on each
step they can either create elements related to the specific step (teachers, classes,
students) or continue without any creation. To validate an excel file, first they need to
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choose a file and press the “Upload” button. Then the selected file is sent to the iRead
server where the data are validated and either feedback is passed to the pilot
administrator regarding any identified errors (e.g. username already used, missing
information, wrong format) or she is given the “go-ahead” to proceed with the
creation.

Figure 3-24: Creation Wizard - Teacher creation step - initial page

Figure 3-25: Creation Wizard - Teacher creation step - error feedback
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Figure 3-26: Creation Wizard - Teacher creation step - successful validation

Figure 3-27: Creation Wizard - Teacher creation step - progress

When the pilot administrator confirms that she is willing to create the new accounts
for teachers, the server start to execute all the necessary tasks to create each
individual account and informs the administrator about the progress of their process.
So the administrator can observe, in real time, what the server is doing and for which
account. If any error occurs, the server either stops the process (if it fails to execute a
mandatory step, like the creation of an account) or inform the user about the error (if
it fails to execute a step that can be managed from the edit wizard, for example, a class
assignment). When the teacher creation process is over, the pilot administrator
proceed to the next step. On every step, she can overview statistics about the current
status of her pilot and how it grows after each creation step. The next two steps, i.e.,
“Create classes” and “Create students”, have the same structure and interaction as the
“Teacher creation” step.
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Figure 3-28: Creation Wizard - Class creation step - initial page

Figure 3-29: Creation Wizard - Class creation step - error feedback

Figure 3-30: Creation Wizard - Class creation step - successful validation
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Figure 3-31: Creation Wizard - Class creation step - progress

Figure 3-32: Creation Wizard - Student creation step - initial page
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Figure 3-33: Creation Wizard - Student creation step - error feedback

Figure 3-34: Creation Wizard - Student creation step - successful validation

Figure 3-35: Creation Wizard - Student creation step - progress
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The “Admin Tool” provides an edit wizard, so the administrators can edit the existing
accounts and regroup students under teachers and classes as they desire. By selecting
the “Edit” tab from the menu bar, they can access the edit wizard.

Figure 3-36: Edit wizard - initial page

For the edit wizard there is no need for preparation or extra excel files, as all the
information is available and displayed to the administrators through the html pages.
From the “edit wizard” they can either change aspects of their pilots and commit the
changes or continue to the next without any change. Whenever the administrators
change something the corresponding field’s background turns to yellow, so they can
tack easily their word. The page provide three buttons. The first is the “Update” button
which submits all the changes to the server to save them. The administrators are
redirected to a progress page similar to the creation wizard to track the progress of
their tasks. The second is the “Reset” button which resets all the fields at the page with
the initial information. The third is the “Next” button in case that the administrators
don’t want to make any change at the specific step.
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Figure 3-37: Edit wizard – Teacher edit step - initial page

Figure 3-38: Edit wizard - Teacher edit step - administrator's changes
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Figure 3-39: Edit wizard - Teacher edit step - progress

At the next three steps administrators can edit their classes, their students and
manage the students” assignment to teachers and classes. The functionality of the
pages and the interaction with them is similar with the “Teacher” step. All the changes
are validated in real time to prevent invalid changes.

Figure 3-40: Edit wizard - Class edit step - initial page
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Figure 3-41: Edit wizard - Class edit step - administrator's changes

Figure 3-42: Edit wizard - Class edit step - progress page
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Figure 3-43: Edit wizard - Student edit step - initial page

Figure 3-44: Edit wizard - Student edit step - administrator's changes

Figure 3-45: Edit wizard - Student edit step - progress
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Figure 3-46: Edit wizard - Student management step - initial page

Figure 3-47: Edit wizard - Student management step - administrator's changes
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Figure 3-48: Edit wizard - Student management step - progress page

The “Admin Tool” provides also a tool to allow administrators to delete or anonymize
accounts of students who requested to be removed from the iRead system. By
selecting the “Delete/Anonymize” tab from the menu bar the administrators can select
from a drop down list a student from their pilot to delete or anonymize her (by
selecting the corresponding action below).

Figure 3-49: Delete/anonymize student page
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4 CODE REPOSITORY
In this Section, we present the structure of the online code repository for the iRead
project (https://git.image.ece.ntua.gr/gitlab/iread/); this is where all code contributed
by the project partners is stored and used for deployments to the iRead server for
subsequent use. The web applications presented below correspond to the main iRead
API (as presented in detail in Deliverable D8.2); the Game Server, i.e. the component
which handles all requests from the games, communicates with the adaptivity
component to retrieve the proper content for each particular student, and performs
any necessary updates to the student profile; and the current version of the demo
interface to be used in the early evaluation activities. In addition to this, the repository
includes the iRead KeyCloak implementation, which handles requests for
authentication and authorization, and the Syntax Analyzer, developed for all iRead
languages by DFKI and converted to a web service by ULBS.
4.1
Deployed Web Apps
● iread.core.packaging.ear:
o

APIs:

o

iread.core.resource.web.war
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/resources/
e.g. curl -XPUT -v https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/resources/text

o

iread.core.profile.web.war
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/profile/
e.g. curl -XPUT -v https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/profile
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/model/
e.g. curl -XPUT -v https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/model

o

iread.core.logging.web.war
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/
e.g. curl -XPUT -v https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/actions

o

iread.core.user.web.war
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/manage/
e.g. curl -XGET -v https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/manage/app/test
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/auth/
e.g. curl -XGET -v https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/auth/token
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o

Games:

o

iread.games.web.war
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/games/
e.g. curl -XGET -v https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/manage/app/test

o

Apps:

o

iread.core.demos.demo.war:
http://iread.image.ece.ntua.gr/ireadinfrastructuredemo/

●

keycloak:
https://api.iread-services.eu/auth/

●

Syntax Analyzer:
https://api.iread-services.eu/munderline/el_ud
https://api.iread-services.eu/munderline/en_ud
https://api.iread-services.eu/munderline/es_ud
https://api.iread-services.eu/munderline/de_ud

4.2
Projects Structure
[iRead] Root (pom.xml) Root Project referencing everything else.
● Core: (core\pom.xml) References all project source deployed on the server
as part of the core infrastructure
○ Core Utils: (core\common\utils\demo\pom.xml) Common Utils for all
projects. Contains the code to read property files.

○ Core Demo: (core\demos\demo\pom.xml) Demo Web App
○ Core LoggingEngine: (core\logging-engine\pom.xml) Contains all
projects relevant to the logging engine

○ Core LoggingEngine Business:
(core\logging-engine\logging-engine-business\pom.xml) Contains the
business logic for the logging engine

○ Core LoggingEngine Web:
(core\logging-engine\logging-engine-web\pom.xml) Web app of the
rest api for the logging engine

○ Core ProfileEngine: (core\profile-engine\pom.xml) Contains all
projects relevant to the profile engine
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○ Core ProfileEngine Business:
(core\profile-engine\profile-engine-web\pom.xml) Contains the
business logic for the profile engine

○ Core ProfileEngine Web:
(core\profile-engine\profile-engine-business\pom.xml) Web app of the
rest api for the profile engine

○ Core ResourceEngine: (core\resource-engine\pom.xml) Contains all
projects relevant to the resource engine

○ Core ResourceEngine Business:
(core\resource-engine\resource-engine-business\pom.xml) Contains
the business logic for the resource engine

○ Core ResourceEngine Commons:
(core\resource-engine\resource-engine-commons\pom.xml) Common
components for the resource engine

○ Core ResourceEngine FileStorage:
(core\resource-engine\resource-engine-filestorage\pom.xml) File
Storage components for the resource engine

○ Core ResourceEngine Parent:
(core\resource-engine\resource-engine-parent\pom.xml) Parent
components for all resource engine modules

○ Core ResourceEngine Persistence:
(core\resource-engine\resource-engine-persistence\pom.xml)
Persistence components for the resource engine

○ Core ResourceEngine Rest API:
(core\resource-engine\resource-engine-rest-api\pom.xml) Rest API
implementation for the resource engine

○ Core ResourceEngine Web:
(core\resource-engine\resource-engine-web\pom.xml) Web app of
the rest api for the resource engine
● Games: (games\pom.xml) Contains all projects relevant to the games
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o

Games Server Business: (games\games-server-business\pom.xml)
Contains the business logic for the games server

o

Games Server Web: (games\games-server-web\pom.xml) Web app
of the rest api for the games server

● NTUA: (ntua\pom.xml) Contains misc projects by ntua (tests, demos)
● ULBS: (ulbs\pom.xml) Contains misc projects by ntua (tests, demos)
4.3
Maven naming
Apache Maven is an open-source project that provides a tool for building and
managing any Java-based project. The main goal of Maven is to allow developers to
comprehend the complete state of a development effort in the shortest period of
time; to accomplish this, Maven provides plenty of useful project information that is in
part taken from the main Project Object Model (POM) and mostly generated from the
project’s sources. As a general rule, Maven accommodates several best practices for
project development, and makes it easy to guide a project in that direction. For
example, specification, execution, and reporting of unit tests are part of the normal
build cycle using Maven. Current unit testing best practices were used as guidelines,
for instance, keeping test source code in a separate, but parallel source tree, using test
case naming conventions to locate and execute tests and having test cases setup their
environment.
The Maven Project suggests some guidelines on how to layout the project’s directory
structure so that once developers learn the layout, they can easily navigate any other
project that uses Maven and the same defaults. In iRead, all projects have the same
group id (iread). The projects must follow the following artefact id naming
conventions:
● Core: core.*
o Core Commons: core.common.*
o Core Demos: core.demos.*
o Core LoggingEngine: core.logging.*
o Core ProfileEngine: core.profile.*
o Core ResourceEngine: core.resource.*
● Games: games.*
o Games Server: games.server.*
● NTUA: ntua.*
● ULBS: ulbs.*
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4.4
Configuration files
The folder conf contains samples of the configuration files for accessing local
installations or the production installation at okeanos cloud. Developers can copy the
necessary configuration files in their code and adjust the settings as they wish.
There are the following config files:
● Wildfly config: standalone.xml in wildfly's standalone\configuration folder.
Contains
o the connection strings for postgres
o the definitions of the available property files
● keycloak.json: Exists in the WEB-INF folder of all web apps and describes the
connection to keycloak
● iread.properties: Exists in wildfly's standalone\configuration\iread folder.
Contains
o the URLs to iRead's services and APIs. ALL URLs used in the source MUST
be derived from its contents
o the connection strings for services (except Postgres data sources
defined in wildfly config)
o any other configuration necessary
In order to use the properties file mentioned above, developers need to use the helper
class iread.common.utils.properties.ApplicationProperty. For an example on how to use
this look in core\demos\Demo\src\main\java\iread\demo\service\RestService.java
4.5
Deployment of the Syntax Analyzer
This subsection describes the details on the deployment of the Syntax Analyzer
developed by DFKI. MunderLine, which stands for Multilingual Universal Dependency
and Relation Pipeline, is described in terms of algorithmic design and implementation
in Deliverable D5.3.
MunderLine provides a pipeline that applies the following processing steps on an input
text: tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, morphology tagging, named entity
recognition, and dependency parsing. Tokenization (and sentence border recognition)
is done by a simple tokenizer. Part-of-speech tagging as well as named entity
recognition is done by two instances of the GNTagger using statistical-based models.
Dependency parsing is done by the MDParser, again using a statistical-based model.
The distribution consists of the following files:
● root folder: this README und shell scripts for Linux and Windows to run
MunderLine, GNTagger and MDParser
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● config:
*_pipeline.conf: MunderLine configuration files for supported languages
server.conf: MunderLine REST server configuration
gnt.conf: GNTagger configuration
mdp.conf: MDParser configuration
GNT_*.corpus.conf: GNTagger corpus configuration files
GNT_*.model.conf: GNTagger model configuration files
*.zip: GNTagger and MDParser models
logback.xml: logger configuration
● lib: all required Java libraries
Configuration: The MunderLine configuration in *_pipeline.conf contains the pipeline
definition as well as pointers to the models to be used by the GNTagger and MDParser
instances of the pipeline. The MunderLine server configuration in server.conf contains
pairs of languages and MunderLine configurations. The GNTagger configuration in
gnt.conf only contains settings for a training tagger model. It is not used when running
MunderLine. GNT_*.conf configuration files are also only required in training. The
MDParser configuration in mdp.conf mostly contains settings for training a model. The
only setting relevant for runtime is parsing.threads which sets the number of threads
to be used when parsing.
logback.xml contains the Java logger configuration.
Usage: MunderLine can be run as a command line tool with munderline or as a server
with server. Run munderline without arguments to get a description:
$ ./munderline.sh
usage: munderline
-config <file>: MunderLine configuration, to be loaded from classpath or file system
-input <file-or-folder>: input file or folder
-linewise: process each line as a single sentence

(optional)

-inEncode <encoding>: input encoding (optional, default: UTF-8)
Run server to start a server that listens on port 7777. The server accepts input in the
supported languages in the following formats:
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● Plain text as form-data, posted in the body of an HTTP POST request that is
send to http://<host>:7777/munderline/<lang>. Add an additional form
parameter linewise=true if the text contains one sentence per line.
● Tokenized sentences as JSON string, posted in the body of an HTTP POST req
sent
to
http://<host>:7777/munderline/sentences/<lang>.
Tokenized
sentences must be encoded as JSON arrays of the following format:
[
["This", "is", "the", "first", "sentence", "."],
["This", "is", "the", "next", "sentence", "."],
["This", "is", "the", "last", "sentence", "."]
]
The server can be tested using the curl tool.
For analyzing some short text with MunderLine, run
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=utf-8" \
--data-urlencode input="This is a test" \
http://localhost:7777/munderline/en
For analyzing a plain text file with MunderLine, run
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=utf-8" \
--data-urlencode input@my_input_text.txt \
http://localhost:7777/munderline/en
For analyzing a plain text file with one sentence per line with MunderLine, run
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=utf-8" \
--data-urlencode input@my_sentences.txt \
--data "linewise=true" \
http://localhost:7777/munderline/en
For analyzing tokenized sentences with MunderLine, run
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/json" \
--data @my_json_tokenized_sentences.json \
http://localhost:7777/munderline/sentences/en
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The gnt and mdparser shell scripts can be used to train, evaluate and run GNTagger
and MDParser. They are only included for convenience. Please see the documentation
of these modules for further details.
4.6

Infrastructure Update 2019

The initial design of the infrastructure employed the OrientDB graph database to store
information related to models, metadata of files, user’s accounts, user’s profiles and
classes. During 2019, for performance reasons, these “OrientDB” databases were
transported to a PostgreSQL relational Database system. In addition, the already
developed iRead’s web services have been updated to handle information that was not
included to the initial design as well as to support new requests that emerged during
development. The documentation of the currently available services are provided in
the appendix.
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5 DEPLOYMENT HISTORY
Deployment history refers to component code being finalised, uploaded to the
repository and then deployed as part of the infrastructure, bug fixes, and feature
requests that came after the design phase of the iRead project. The following image
presents an overview of the deployment activity. Detailed commit history can be found
in the corresponding appendix.

Figure 5-1: Deployment history until 31/12/2019
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Appendix
I

Commit history
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Logger Services

Action logger services
Add action log
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new log to the action logger
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/actions
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
logItem
200
logid (String): the id of the new log
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can add action logs to the logger.

Apart from mandatory attributes (refer to appendix logItem) a log can have any other
attribute and structure.
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Add action log asynchronously
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new log to the action logger asynchronously
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/async/actions
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
logItem
200
message (String): “log(s) received”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can add asynchronously action logs to the logger.

Server response is instant, but there is no evidence whether the log is finally stored.
Apart from the mandatory attributes a log can have any other attribute and structure.
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Bulk add action logs
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new batch of logs to the action logger
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/actions
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
multiple_logs (Boolean): true (set this flag true to use the bulk add
log service)
logs (JsonArray<logItem>): the logs to add
200
logid (JsonArray<String>): the list of the ids of the logs
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can add action logs to the logger.

Apart from the mandatory fields a log can have any other attribute and structure.
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Bulk add action logs asynchronously
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new batch of logs to the action logger asynchronously
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/async/actions
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
multiple_logs (Boolean): true (set this flag true to use the bulk add
log service)
logs (JsonArray<logItem>): the logs to add
200
message (String): “log(s) received”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can add asynchronously action logs to the logger.

Server response is instant, but there is no evidence whether the log is finally stored.
Apart from the mandatory attributes a log can have any other attribute and structure.
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Delete action log
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Delete an existing log from the action logger
DELETE
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/actions
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
logid (JsonArray<String>) [optional]: a list with the ids
terms (JsonArray<JsonObject>) [optional] : the terms that a log should
comply with to be deleted
[
{ uid (String) [optional]: the username of the user },
{ applicationid (String) [optional]: the application of the logs },
{ actionType (String) [optional] : the action type of the logs },
{ timestamp (String) [optional]: the time of the logs }
]
200
deleted (Integer): how many logs deleted
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Access only to system administrator.

If the request body does not contain any attribute no change occurs.
If the request body contains the logid attribute any term criteria will be ignored.
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Update action log
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Update an existing log from the action logger
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/actions/update
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
terms (JsonArray<JsonObject>): The search terms of the logs to
determine which logs will be updated
[
{ logid (String) [optional]: the id of a specific log },
{ uid (String) [optional]: the username of the user },
{ applicationid (String) [optional]: the application of the logs },
{ actionType.keyword (String) [optional] : the action type of the
logs },
{ timestamp (String) [optional]: the time of the logs }
]
deleteEntries (JsonArray<String>) [optional]: The attribute keys
which will be deleted entirely from the selected logs
replaceEntries (JsonArray<updateLogItem>) [optional]: Replace the
value of the specified attributes with the given values (optional the
update can be performed if the attribute has a specific value)
replaceArray (JsonArray<updateLogItem>) [optional]: Replace the
values of the specified array attributes with the given values (optional
the update can be performed if the attribute has a specific value)
200
updated (Integer): The number of the affected logs
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Access only to system administrator.
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Get action logs
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Get from the action logger logs that fit to the search criteria
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/actions
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
_start (Integer) [optional]: The start position of the logs, can be used
for pagination (default: 0)
_limit (Integer) [optional] : The limit size of the returning logs (default:
100)
_sort (Boolean) [optional] : True to sort the results based on
timestamp (default: false)
terms (JsonArray<JsonObject>): The search terms of the logs
[
{ logid (String) [optional]: the id of a specific log },
{ uid (String) [optional]: the username of the user },
{ applicationid (String) [optional]: the application of the logs },
{ actionType.keyword (String) [optional] : the action type of the
logs },
{ timestamp (String) [optional]: the time of the logs }
]
ranges (JsonObject) [optional] : The range search terms of the logs
{
timestamp (JsonArray<String>) [optional]: the range of time
(format: [start_time, end_time] – null values are allowed)
}
200
_start (String): The start position of the logs
_limit (String): The limit size of the returning logs
_size (String): The size of the returned logs
results (JsonArray<logItem>): The logs that correspond to the search
criteria
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can get action logs from the logger.

All log attributes are searchable and by adding the “.keyword” at the attribute name
supports case sensitive search.
In case of use of range search criteria timestamp attribute should not be used in terms.
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In range search criteria can use more range attributes of the logs. Add a new attribute
that can be range searched and as a value a JsonArray with two values, the lower limit
and the upper limit (null values are allowed too).

Application logger services
Add application log
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new log to the application logger
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/application
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
logItem
200
logid (String): the id of the new log
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can add application logs to the logger.

Apart from the mandatory attributes a log can have any other attribute and structure.
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Add application log asynchronously
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new log to the application logger asynchronously
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/async/application
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
logItem
200
message (String): “log(s) received”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can add asynchronously application logs to the logger.

Server response is instant, but there is no evidence whether the log is finally stored.
Apart from the mandatory attributes a log can have any other attribute and structure.
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Bulk add application logs
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new batch of logs to the application logger
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/application
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
multiple_logs (Boolean): true (set this flag true to use the bulk add
log service)
logs (JsonArray<logItem>): the logs to add
200
logid (JsonArray<String>): the list of the ids of the logs
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can add application logs to the logger.

Apart from the mandatory fields a log can have any other attribute and structure.
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Bulk add application logs asynchronously
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new batch of logs to the application logger asynchronously
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/async/application
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
multiple_logs (Boolean): true (set this flag true to use the bulk add
log service)
logs (JsonArray<logItem>): the logs to add
200
message (String): “log(s) received”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can add asynchronously application logs to the logger.

Server response is instant, but there is no evidence whether the log is finally stored.
Apart from the mandatory attributes a log can have any other attribute and structure.
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Delete application log
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Delete an existing log from the application logger
DELETE
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/application
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
logid (JsonArray<String>) [optional]: a list with the ids
terms (JsonArray<JsonObject>) [optional] : the terms that a log should
comply with to be deleted
[
{ uid (String) [optional]: the username of the user },
{ applicationid (String) [optional]: the application of the logs },
{ actionType (String) [optional] : the action type of the logs },
{ timestamp (String) [optional]: the time of the logs }
]
200
deleted (Integer): how many logs deleted
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Access only to system administrator.

If the request body does not contain any attribute no change occurs.
If the request body contains the logid attribute any term criteria will be ignored.
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Get application logs
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Get from the application logger logs that fit to the search criteria
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/1.0/log/actions
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
_start (Integer) [optional]: The start position of the logs, can be used
for pagination (default: 0)
_limit (Integer) [optional] : The limit size of the returning logs (default:
100)
_sort (Boolean) [optional] : True to sort the results (default: false)
terms (JsonArray<JsonObject>): The search terms of the logs
[
{ logid (String) [optional]: the id of a specific log },
{ uid (String) [optional]: the username of the user },
{ applicationid (String) [optional]: the application of the logs },
{ actionType (String) [optional] : the action type of the logs },
{ timestamp (String) [optional]: the time of the logs }
]
ranges (JsonObject) [optional] : The range search terms of the logs
{
timestamp (JsonArray<String>) [optional]: the range of time
(format: [start_time, end_time] – null values are allowed)
}
200
_start (String): The start position of the logs
_limit (String): The limit size of the returning logs
_size (String): The size of the returned logs
results (JsonArray<logItem>): The logs that correspond to the search
criteria
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Access only to system administrator.

All log attributes are searchable and by adding the “.keyword” at the attribute name
supports case sensitive search.
In case of use of range search criteria timestamp attribute should not be used in terms.
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In range search criteria can use more range attributes of the logs. Add a new attribute
that can be range searched and as value a JsonArray with two values, the lower limit and
the upper limit.

Objects
Log item format
logItem (JsonObject)
MANDATORY ATTRIBUTES:
uid (String): the username of the user to which the log refers
timestamp (String): the time of the action to which the log refers
(format:” yyyy-MM-dd’T’HH:mm:ss.SSS”, in London time)
applicationid (String): the application in which the action took place
actionType (String): the type of action of the log (see a
 ction types or application types)
OTHER LOG ATTRIBUTES:
any other attribute

Update Log Attribute
updateLogItem (JsonObject)
keyName (String): the name of the attribute which will be updated
oldValue (String) [optional]: the old value which the specific attribute should have to
make the update
newValue (String): the new value for the specific attribute

Action Types (action log)
Action Name
LOGIN
LOGOUT
GAMEPLAY
PROFILE_REEVALUATE
LOGGER_TOOL
PROFILE_VIEW_TOOL
ACTIVITY_ASSIGNMENT
BOOK_ASSIGNMENT
PROFILE_EDIT
ADD_FAVOURITE_BOOK
REMOVE_FAVOURITE_BOOK
OPEN_BOOK
CLOSE_BOOK
ADD_TRICKY_WORD

Description
The user logged in into the system through an application
The user logged out of the system from an application
This log refer to an activity of the user at the NAVIGO
game
The profile of the user has been reevaluated
A teacher used the Logger Browser tool at Teacher tool
A teacher used the Profile Viewer tool at Teacher tool
A teacher assigned activities to students at Teacher tool
A teacher assigned books to students at Teacher tool
The profile of a user has been edited
A student added a book to her list with favorites books
A student removed a book from her list with favorites
books
A student opened a book from AMIGO reader
A student closed a book from AMIGO reader
A student added a tricky word to her list
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REMOVE_TRICKY_WORD
ACCOUNT_CREATE
ACCOUNT_DELETE
ACCOUNT_EDIT
PROFILE_CREATE
ACCOUNT_DELETE_REQUEST
ACCOUNT_DELETE_CONFIRM

A student removed a tricky word from her list
The user registered into the iRead system successfully
The user was deleted or anonymized from the iRead
system
The information of user’s account has been edited
A new profile has been created for the user
The user requested for a deletion confirmation email
The user confirmed her request for deletion

Action Types (application log)
Action Name

III

Description

Model Services

Create model
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add a new model
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/model
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
modelId (String): the id of the model
enabled (Boolean): if the model will be enabled or not
features (JsonArray<featureItem>): the features of the model
edges (JsonArray<edgeItem>): the edges between the features of the
model
groups (JsonArray<groupItem>): the groups of features of the model
200
result (String): “model uploaded: {modelId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only the system administrator can create a model.
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Delete model
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Delete an existing model
DELETE
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/model
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
modelId (String): the id of the model
200
result (String): “model deleted: {modelId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only the system administrator can delete a model.
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Get model
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Retrieves a representation of an existing model
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/model
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
modelId (String): the id of the model
getEdges (Boolean) [optional]: True to get the edges of the model
(default: false)
getGroups (Boolean) [optional]: True to get the groups of the model
(default: false)
getDisabled (Boolean) [optional]: True to get the disabled features
(default: true)
200
modelId (String): the id of the model
enabled (Boolean): if the model is enabled or not
features (JsonArray<featureItem>): the features of the model
edges (JsonArray<edgeItem>) [optional] : the edges of the model (if
they have been requested)
groups (JsonArray<groupItem>) [optional] : the groups of the model
(if they have been requested)
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can get a model.
Currently all models are enabled.
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Get list of models
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get a list with the models
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/model
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
modelId (String): “-“
200
models (JsonArray<String>): the list of the models ids
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can get the list of models.
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Get model’s features
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get a set of features of a model
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/model/feature
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
modelId (String): the id of the model
features (JsonArray<Integer>): the list of the requested features
200
features (JsonArray<featureItem>): the list of the requested features
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Any authenticated user can get a list of features from a specific model.
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Objects
Feature item format
featureItem (JsonObject)
id (Integer): the id
GRAPH-RELATED ATTRIBUTES:
unlockValue (Double): the unlock value
minValue (Integer): the minimum value of competence
maxValue (Integer): the maximum value of competence
threshold (Double): the threshold to master the feature
LINGUISTIC ATTRIBUTES:
disabled (Boolean): if the feature is disabled or not
linguisticLevel (String): the linguistic level
category (String): the category
difficulty (Integer): the difficulty
type (String): the type
description (String): a short description
examples (String): an example
exceptions (String): the exceptions
init_comp (Double): the initial competence
human readable category (String): the human readable description of the category
human readable description (String): the human readable description of the
description
human readable feature type (String): the human readable description of the type
human readable linguistic level (String): the human readable description of the
linguistic level
word_level_complexity (Double): the complexity of the words that have the feature
(if applicable)
NOTE: The attribute word_level_complexity is not present in all domain models.

Edge item format
edgeItem (JsonObject)
sourceId (Integer): the id of the edge source feature
target (Integer): the id of the edge target feature
weight (Double): the weight of the edge
unlockValue (Integer): the unlock value to give flow to the target feature

Group item format
groupItem (JsonObject)
name (String): the name of the feature group
items (JsonArray<Integer>): the array of the feature ids which belong to the group
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Profile Services

Class services
Create or Update class
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Creates a new class, or updates the class if it exists already
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/class
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
classId (String): the id of the class (only for update)
adminId (String) [only on create] : the id of the admin who creates the
class (must exist and be an admin)
teacher (String): the teacher username who owns the class (must
exist, be teacher and created by the given admin)
info (classInfoObject): information about the class (e.g. school,
season, etc.)
200
result (String) [CREATE]: “class created: {classId} ”
result (String) [UPDATE]: “class updated: {classId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only Admin users can create classes.
Admin users must have created the class to update it.

In case of an update the existing info is overwritten.
In case of an update if the teacher does not change, resent the same teacher’s username.
In case of an update if the teacher changes, the class must have no students.
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Delete class
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Deletes a specific class
DELETE
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/class
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
classId (String): the id of the class (must exist)
200
result (String): “class deleted: {classId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have create the class to delete it.
The class must have no students.
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Get class
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Returns the information of a specific class
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/class
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
classId (String): the id of the class (must exist)
200
classId (String): the id of the class
createdBy (String): the username of the admin who created the class
teacher (String): the username of the teacher who owns the class
students (JsonArray<String>): the usernames of the student who
belong to the class
info (classInfoObject): information about the class
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the class to get information.
Teacher users must own the class to get information.
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Manage students of a class
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Add or remove students from a class
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/class/manage
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
classId (String): the id of the class (must exist)
addStudents (JsonArray<String>) [optional] : the student usernames
who will belong to the class (must all exist, be all students and
belong to the teacher of the class)
removeStudents (JsonArray<String>) [optional] : the student
usernames who will be removed from the class (must all exist and be
all students)
200
result (String): “students managed: {classId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the class to manage students of the class.
Teacher users must own the class to manage students of the class.

Add students operation: adds students to the class; if a student already belongs to the
class, no change occurs. A student can be added to a class only if his teacher is the teacher
of the class.
Remove students operation: removes students that already exist in the class; if a student
does not belong to the class, no change occurs.
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User services
Create or update an admin account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Creates a new admin account or updates an existing one
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (if exists, update the account)
adminId (String) [only on create] : the id of the system administrator
who creates the account
role (String) [only on create] : “admin”
info (userInfoObject): the information of the admin
200
result (String) [CREATE]: “user created: {uid}”
result (String) [UPDATE]: “user updated: {uid}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
The system administrator can create or update an admin account.
An admin user can update an admin account only if it is his.

Before the creation of a new account, a user have to be created on the keycloak first.
The username attribute (uid) has some limitations. (see: username limitations)
Update operation: All the info attributes of the account must be sent again. The old
information will be overwritten.
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Create or update a teacher account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Creates a new teacher account or updates an existing one
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (if exists, update the account)
adminId (String) [only on create] : the id of the admin who creates the
account
role (String) [only on create] : “ teacher”
info (userInfoObject): the information of the teacher
200
result (String) [CREATE]: “user created: {uid}”
result (String) [UPDATE]: “user updated: {uid}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only Admin users can create a teacher account.
Admin users must have created the account to update it.
Teacher users can update only their own accounts.

Before the creation of a new account, a user have to be created on the keycloak first.
The username attribute (uid) has some limitations. (see: username limitations)
Update operation: All the info attributes of the account must be sent again. The old
information will be overwritten.
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Create or update a student account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Creates a new student account or updates an existing one
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (if exists, update the account)
adminId (String) [only on create] : the id of the admin who creates the
account
role (String) [only on create] : “ student”
teacher (String) [optional on update]: the teacher’s username of the
student (must exist, be a teacher and have been created by the
admin)
info (userInfoObject): the information of the student
200
result (String) [CREATE]: “user created: {uid}”
result (String) [UPDATE]: “user updated: {uid}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only Admin users can create a student account.
Admin users must have created the account to update it.
Teacher users can update accounts of their students.
Student users can update only their own accounts.

Before the creation of a new account, a user have to be created on the keycloak first.
The username attribute (uid) has some limitations. (see: username limitations)
Update operation: All the info attributes of the account must be sent again. The old
information will be overwritten.
An update about the teacher of a student is allowed if the student does not belong to any
class and if the student does not have any book assigned, else the call is rejected.
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Delete user’s account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Deletes a specific account
DELETE
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist)
200
uid (String): the id of the deleted user
deleted_by (String): the user who performed the deletion
deletion_time (String): the time when deletion performed
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin users can delete an account.
Admin users must have created the user to delete his account.

The user at the deletion process, loses all her file assignments and all her class
assignments.
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Get deleted user
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get a specific deleted user
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user/delete
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the username of the deleted user (must exist)
200
deletedUserObject
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin user can retrieve the deleted users.
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Get deleted users
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get a list with all deleted user
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user/delete
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): “-“
200
JsonArray<deletedUserObject>
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin user can retrieve the deleted users.
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Anonymize account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Anonymize an existing account, after a user requested to delete his
account but leave his non personal data to the system
DELETE
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user/anonymize
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid: the username of the user to be anonymized (must exist)
info<userInfoObject>: the new information of the user (should be
anonymized)
200
anonymized_id (String): the new uuid the system gave to the
anonymized user
profile_map<JsonObject>: a map with the pairs of the old [key] and
new [value] (anonymized) profile ids of the user
anonymization_time (String): the time the anonymization process
took place
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin user can anonymize accounts.
Admin users must have created the account to anonymize it.

The user at the anonymization process, loses all her file assignments and all her class
assignments.
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Get anonymized user
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get a specific anonymized user
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user/anonymize
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the username of the possible anonymized user
200
anonymizedUserObject
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin user can retrieve the anonymize users.
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Get anonymized users
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get the list of all the anonymized users
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user/anonymize
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): “-“
200
JsonArray<anonymizedUserObject>
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin user can retrieve the anonymize users.
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Get anonymized account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Get the anonymized account of an anonymized user
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user/anonymize
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
anonymousId: the uuid of the user who has been anonymized (must
exist)
200
uid (String): the uuid of the anonymized user
role (String): the role the anonymized user had
info (userInfoObject): the anonymized information of the user
profiles (JsonArray<profileInfoObject>): the anonymized profiles of
the user
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin users can retrieve anonymized accounts.
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Get admin account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Get the information of an admin’s account
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the admin (must exist)
200
uid (String): the id of the admin
role (String): “ admin”
createdBy (String): the system administrator’s username who created
the admin
info (userInfoObject): the information of the admin
classes (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the classes created by the
admin
teachers (JsonArray<String>): the ids of teachers created by the
admin
students (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the students created by the
admin
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
An admin user can only access his own account.
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Get teacher account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Get the information of a teacher’s account
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the teacher (must exist)
200
uid (String): the id of the teacher
role (String): “ teacher”
createdBy (String): the admin’s username who created the teacher
info (userInfoObject): the information of the teacher
classes (JsonArray<String>): the ids of his classes
students (JsonArray<String>): the ids of his students
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the account to access it.
Teacher users can access only their own teacher accounts.
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Get student account
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Get the information of a student’s account
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the student (must exist)
200
uid (String): the id of the student
role (String): “ student”
createdBy (String): the admin’s username who created the student
teacher (String): the teacher’s username of the student
info (userInfoObject): the information of the student
classes (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the classes he belongs to (only
one)
activities (JsonArray<String>): the assigned activities, by his teacher
profiles (JsonArray<profileInfoObject>): the profiles of the student
files (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the files (books) suggested by his
teacher
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the account to access it.
A teacher user can access his student’s accounts only.
Student users can access only their own accounts.

Attribute “activities” may not be present (To be revised)
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Get batch accounts
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get the information of a batch of users
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uidList (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the users (must exist)
200
JsonArray<JsonObject>: the account of each user, the format of the
JsonObject corresponds to the kind of the user
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the account to access it.
Teacher users can access only their own teacher accounts.
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Set activities for student
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Set activities to a student to play with
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/user/activities
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
students (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the students (must all exist
and be all students)
activities (JsonArray<String>): the set of activities which will be
assigned to the users.
200
result (String): “activities assigned”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the account to assign activities to the student.
Teacher users can assign activities only to their students.

Set activities process: The existing array of activities will be overwritten with the given one.
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Profile services
Create profile
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Create a new profile for a user
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (format: username_modelId)
modelId (String): the id of the model, which will be used to create the
profile (e.g. EN_dm, GR_dm, etc)
year (String) [optional]: the year state which will be used to initialize
the profile (e.g. -,Y1, Y2, Y3)
preferences (JsonObject) {trickywords (JsonArray<JsonObject>)}: the
tricky words for the user
200
result (String): “profile created: {profileId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the user to create profile for him.
Teacher users can create profiles for any of his own student users.
Student users can create profiles only for his own account.
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Delete profile
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Deletes the profile of a user
DELETE
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (must exist and belong to the
student)
200
result (String): “profile deleted: {profileId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only Admin users can delete profiles only if they have created the user.
Teacher users can delete profiles only if they own the student.
Student users can delete only their own profiles.
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Get anonymized profile
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Get the anonymized profile of an anonymized user
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile/anonymize
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the uuid of the anonymized user (must exist)
profileId (String): the id of the anonymized profile (must exist)
getFeatures (Boolean): True to get the features of the profile
200
modelId (String): the model id of the profile
uid (String): the uuid of the anonymized user who owns the profile
profileId (String): the id of the profile
year (String): the year of the model initialization
features (JsonArray<featureInfoObject>): all the features of the
profile
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin users can retrieve anonymized profiles.
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Get Profile
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response

Error Code

Get the profile of a user
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (must exist and belong to the
student)
getFeatures (Boolean) [optional]: to get or not the list of all the
profile features (default: false)
getPreferences (Boolean) [optional]: to get or not game related
information of the profile (default: false)
200
uid (String): the id of the student
profileId (String): the id of the profile
modelId (String): the id of the model
year (String): the year of the model initialization
features (JsonArray<featureInfoObject>): all the features of the
profile
gamePreferences (JsonObject): the user’s preferences related to the
specific profile
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the user to get their profiles.
Teacher users can get profiles from any of his own students.
Student users can get profiles only from his own accounts.
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Get features
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get a specific set of features from the profile of a user
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile/features
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (must exist and belong to the
student)
features (JsonArray<Integer>) [optional] : the ids of the features
getInactive (Boolean) [optional] : to get or not the inactive features of
the profile (default: false)
getCompleted (Boolean) [optional]: to get or not the completed
features of the profile (default: false)
200
features (JsonArray<featureInfoObject>): the requested features
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the user to get features from his profile.
Teacher users can get features from any of his own student profiles.
Student users can get features only from his own profiles.

Request criteria is either specific features (features) or filters (getInactive, getCompleted).
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Update feature
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Update the status of a subset of features
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile/update
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (must exist and belong to the
student)
competenceUpdate (JsonArray<competenceUpdateObject>): the set
of features with the new competence values
forceActive (JsonArray<Integer>): the ids of the features to be
permanently activated
200
result (String): “profile features updated”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the student to update the features of his profiles.
Teacher users can update features for any of his own student profiles.
Student users can update features only for his own profiles.

In case of an update that does not involve competences or force active features, send
empty array.
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Update Game Preferences
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Update the game related preferences
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile/gamePreferences
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (must exist and belong to the
student)
preferences (JsonObject): the user’s preferences related to the
specific profile
200
result (String): “game preferences updated”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the student to update the game preferences of his profiles.
Teacher users can update game preferences for any of his own student profiles.
Student users can update game preferences only for his own profiles.
In case of an update the old data are been overwritten.
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Get Game Preferences
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get the game related preferences
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile/gamePreferences
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (must exist and belong to the
student)
200
gamePreferences (JsonObject): the user’s preferences related to the
specific profile
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the student to get the game preferences of his profiles.
Teacher users can get game preferences for any of his own student profiles.
Student users can get game preferences only for his own profiles.
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Set tricky words
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Set the tricky words of a student
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile/trickyWords
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (must exist and belong to the
student)
preferences (JsonObject) {trickywords (JsonArray<JsonObject>)}: the
tricky words for the user
200
result (String): “preferences updated”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the user to set the tricky words.
Teacher users must own the student to set the tricky words.
Student users can set tricky words only from their own accounts.
Preference items are overwritten on any set request.
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Get tricky words
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get the tricky words of a student
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/profile/trickyWords
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (String): the id of the user (must exist and be student)
profileId (String): the id of the profile (must exist and belong to the
student)
200
preferences (JsonObject) {trickywords (JsonArray<JsonObject>)}: the
tricky words of the user
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the user to get the tricky words.
Teacher users must own the student to get the tricky words.
Student users can get tricky words only from their own accounts.
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File metadata services
Create or Update file metadata
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Create a new file object or update an existing one with the metadata
of a file
PUT
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/metafiles
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
fileId (String): the id of the file (as it has been given from the resource
engine)
language (String) [only on create]: the language of the file (as it is
given at the metadata)
uploader (String) [only on create]: the id of the user who uploaded
the file and the metadata (must exist and be an admin or a teacher)
info (fileInfoObject): the metadata of the file
200
result (String) [CREATE]: “file created: {fileId} ”
result (String) [UPDATE]: “file updated: {fileId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only admin users can upload file metadata.
Only the system administrator can update the file metadata.

The real files have to be uploaded to the resource engine first to have the file id and the
file url.
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Manage the ownership (accessibility) of a file
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Manage the accessibility of the file from the admins
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/metafiles/owners
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
fileId (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the files (must exist)
addOwners (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the admins who should
have access to the file (must exist and be all admins)
removeOwners (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the admins who
should not have access to the file (must exist and be all admins)
200
result (String): “file ownership updated”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only the system administrator can change the ownership of a file.
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Delete file metadata
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Delete a file metadata
DELETE
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/metafiles
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
fileId (String): the id of the file (must exist)
200
result (String): “file deleted: {fileId}”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Only system administrator can delete a file metadata.

The file should be removed from the resource engine too.
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Get metadata of files
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get metadata of a list of files
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/metafiles
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
fileId (String): the id of the file (must exist)
(“-“: to get all the visible from the user files)
language (String) [optional] : the language of the files
200
files (JsonArray<fileInfoObject>): the requested files
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
A user can get the metadata of a file, only if:
a) he is an admin and can access the file,
b) he is a teacher or student and his admin can access the file.
If the user is a student, any files suggested to him, contain the attribute “assigned_by”
.
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Assign files to students
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body

Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Assign a set of files to a set of students
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/metafiles/manage
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
files (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the files (must exist)
assign (Boolean): true to make an assignment, false to remove an
assignment
students (JsonArray<String>): the ids of the students (must all exist
and be all students)
200
result (String) [ASSIGNMENT]: “files assigned”
result (String) [UNASSIGNMENT]: “files unassigned”
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the students and have access to all the files to make the
assignment.
Teacher users can assign files, which are accessible by their admins, only to his own
students.
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Get student(s) visibility on files
Description
Method
Endpoint
URL Parameters
HTTP Headers
Body Type
Response Type
Body
Success Code
Success Response
Error Code

Get the list of files that each student has access to
POST
https://api.iread-services.eu/2.0/metafiles/visibility
Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS TOKEN]
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Type: application/json
uid (JsonArray<String>): the usernames of the user(s) (must exist)
200
JsonArray<VisibilityItem>: the list of files in which each user has
access
400 – in case that the format of the request body is not valid or
mandatory values are missing
401 – in case that the user is not authenticated
403 – in case that the user is not authorized for the request
500 – in case of an internal error
error (String): information about the error

Error Response
Notes:
Admin users must have created the student(s) to get their visibility.
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Objects
Class information Object
classInfoObject (JsonObject)
name (String): the name of the school where the class is
school (String): the name of the school where the class is
season (String): the season of the class (e.g. 2018-2019)

User account information Object
userInfoObject (JsonObject)
firstName (String) [ALL]: the user’s first name
lastName (String) [ALL]: the user’s last name
email (String) [ALL]: the email of the user
uiLang (String) [ALL]: the display language of the UIs
country (String) [ALL]: the name of user’s country
birthDate (String) [STUDENT]: the birth date of the user (format: yyyy-MM)
gender (String) [STUDENT]: the gender of the user (male/female)
yearGroup (String) [STUDENT]: the year group of the user (Year_1,Year_2,…,Year_3)
languages (JsonArray<String>) [STUDENT]: the languages which the user speaks
newsletter (Boolean) [TEACHER/STUDENT]: if the user wants to get newsletter of the
project
schoolName (String) [TEACHER]: the school name of the teacher
schoolCity (String) [TEACHER]: the city of the teacher’s school

Profile information Object
profileInfoObject (JsonObject)
profileId (String): the id of the profile
modelId (String): the model id of the profile

Feature information Object
featureInfoObject (JsonObject)
id (Integer): the id of the feature
competence (Integer): the user’s competence at the feature
completed (Boolean): if the user has completed the feature
active (Boolean): if the feature is active to play with it the user
forcedActive (Boolean): if the feature is forced to be permanently active for the user

Competence update Object
competenceUpdateObject (JsonObject)
id (Integer): the id of the feature
competence (Integer): the new competence value
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File information Object
fileInfoObject (JsonObject)
fileId (String):
language (String):
copyright (String):
description (String):
curriculum (String):
title (String):
coverUrl (String):
grade (String):
genre (String):
publisher (String):
topic (String):
fileUrl (String):
assigned_by (String): the id of the teacher who suggested the book
NOTES: attribute assigned_by is only present if the file is requested by a student. The value is
the id of the student’s teacher.

Anonymized User Object
anonymizedUserObject (JsonObject)
uid (String): the username which the user had before the anonymization
anonymized_by (String): the username of the admin who performed the anonymization
anonymized_time (String): the time when the anonymization performed

Deleted User Object
deletedUserObject (JsonObject)
uid (String): the username which the user had before the deletion
deleted_by (String): the username of the admin who performed the deletion
deleted_time (String): the time when the deletion performed

File Visibility Object
VisibilityItem (JsonObject)
uid (String): the username of the user
files (JsonArray<String>): the list of files in which the user has access

Username Limitations
Valid usernames contain:
lower case letters: abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
numbers: 1234567890
special characters: -_!@#$.&%
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